Nau Fellowship

Application Requirements

- Minimum GPA of 3.5
- Enrolled full-time (9 hours)
- Brief Essay (700 words or less)
  Discuss how a particular book or author has helped to shape your interest in history and in what ways the book or author encourages you to think broadly about an historical topic.
- Writing Sample of your academic work in History
- 2 Letters of Recommendation
  From History faculty at previous graduate or undergraduate institution.

DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 17, 2014

Nau Graduate Fellowship in History

- The Nau Graduate Fellowship is open to newly admitted graduate students enrolled in the M.A. Program in History. Students must not have completed any graduate history courses at UTSA.
- 5-7 students will be selected as Nau Fellows to receive $8,000 to $12,000 each for the academic year 2014-2015. Recipients will also be eligible for in-state tuition.
- Graduate fellowships are available for students with scholarly interests in all areas of history. We strongly encourage applications from students interested in studying diverse temporal, geographic, and thematic fields.
- Students with an interest in the U.S. Civil War Era or Texas History (including borderlands history) may complete additional requirements to be eligible for a two-year funding package that will include a Teaching Assistantship the second year.
- Recipients of the two-year package could receive an additional award of $10,000 to $16,000 for the 2nd year for a total award package between $18,000 to $28,000 over two years.

The M.A. Program in History at UTSA offers students the opportunity to study history from comparative and transnational perspectives with nationally and internationally recognized historians. The Department focuses particular attention on the theme “Empires, States, and Borders,” and San Antonio’s diverse population, long history as a Spanish outpost and Mexican frontier community, and wealth of local historical resources makes the city an ideal setting to explore this theme.

APPLY ONLINE AT: www.colfa.utsa.edu/colfa/scholarships/history